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ast of Eden tells the story of two generations of
brothers. It spans the period between the
American Civil War and the end of the First

World War. Adam and Charles Trask are the sons of
Cyrus Trask, who fights briefly during the Civil War. He
is injured in his first battle then later embellishes his
own military record and rises to become an influential
military advisor. He dotes on his son, Adam, at the
expense of his younger son Charles. It is Adam whom
Cyrus encourages to follow in his footsteps and join
the army.

Following their father’s death, and after some years
as a soldier, Adam returns to the family home to live
with Charles.

One day a badly beaten young woman appears on
the Trask doorstep. She is Cathy Ames,  an evil and
manipulative prostitute, who has been left for dead by
her pimp.  Adam falls in love with her and marries her.
Charles is aware of her true character. His suspicions
are confirmed when she seduces him (Charles).
However, Adam and Cathy are married and she
becomes pregnant. Shortly after the birth of twin
brothers, Caleb and Aaron, Cathy shoots and wounds
Adam, and leaves him to return to her life as a
prostitute.

The twin brothers are raised by Adam and his
Chinese servant, Lee.  Aaron changes the spelling of
his name to Aron. (page 54).  The brothers are very
different and once again the father favors one over the
other. Both sons vie for their father’s affections.  Caleb
knows of their mother's whereabouts and profession,
while Aron believes her to be dead.  As an act of
vengeance against his father’s favorite, Caleb takes
Aron to the brothel run by their mother. Aron is so 
grief-stricken that he enlists and is killed while fighting
in France. Adam Trask suffers a stroke upon hearing
the news of his son’s death.  However, his final words
to Cal seem to imply forgiveness.

John Steinbeck was born in Salinas, California  in
1902.  He was the son of John Ernst Steinbeck, a
county treasurer, and Olivia Hamilton, a teacher. After
graduating from high school John went to Stanford
University. However, he did not complete his studies.
After leaving Stanford he went to New York where he
worked as a reporter, laborer, apprentice painter,
caretaker and surveyor.

His first novel, Cup of Gold, was published in 1929.
He married three times, in 1930, 1943, and 1950. He
first received real popular acclaim for his novel Tortilla
Flat in 1935. Much of his work concerned the plight of
America's dispossessed rural population.  During the
Second World War he worked as a war correspondent.

For a period, during the Cold War, he was widely
criticized in the USA for his support for the
underprivileged and his attention to social issues.

His works Of Mice and Men, The Grapes of Wrath,
and East of Eden have all been made into successful
movies.  

In 1962 he was awarded the Nobel prize.  He died six
years later in 1968. 

Published in 1952, East of Eden is a story of good
and evil.  It is a symbolic recreation of the biblical story
of Cain and Abel, told against a backdrop of the history
of the Salinas Valley. The two generations of the Trask
family live out the stories of Adam and Eve and Cain
and Abel. It is partly fiction and partly based on
Steinbeck’s own life; he grew up in the valley and his
mother's name was Hamilton. The title of the book
refers to the land to which Cain is banished after he has
murdered his brother. 

The fathers in both generations are seen as God-like
and the sons aim to win their approval.  In the biblical
story Abel offers up a sheep to God, while Cain offers
a part of his harvest. God is pleased with the former
but not with the latter. In a fit of jealousy Cain kills Abel
and is cast out of Eden.  Charles Trask gives his father
a knife as a gift and Adam gives him a stray puppy.
Aron pleases his father with exam success while Caleb
attempts to with money. Charles beats Adam almost to
death in a jealous rage. He is later scarred in an
agricultural accident, echoing the mark put on Cain by
God. Caleb reveals his mother's life of prostitution to
Aron causing him to enlist and be killed.

In the naming of Aron and Caleb we are reminded
that Caleb reaches the promised land but Aron does
not, suggesting that there is hope for Caleb even after
he has brought about the death of his brother.  The
main moral message of the story is that we have a free
will; even though there is some of Cain in all of us we
“may rule sin”.
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ACTIVITIES BEFORE READING THE BOOK
1 Ask students to ask and answer the following questions in

small groups.

(a) Do you know the stories of Adam and Eve and Cain and
Abel?  Can you tell them?

(b) Have you ever seen the movie ‘East of Eden’?  Who was the
star of the movie who features on the front cover of the book?
What do you know about his life?

(c) Do you think that people can be born evil or do you think that
environment is responsible for a person’s personality?  

(d) Have you read these two of John Steinbeck’s books or seen
the movies of them:  Of Mice and Men and The Grapes of
Wrath? If you have, tell the others about them.  If not, what
do you think the titles mean?

(e) In what ways can siblings be rivals?

ACTIVITIES AFTER READING A SECTION
Chapters 1–5
1 Ask students to work in pairs to complete the questions,

then complete the following summaries of the first five
chapters.

Adam Trask’s mother killed herself by ___________________ (a).
Cyrus Trask waited a month before marrying a seventeen year-old
girl, whose name was Alice. She looked after Adam and gave
birth to a second son whom they named Charles. Adam and
Charles were very different; Adam was quiet and kept his thoughts
to himself, while Charles was ____________________ (b). Cyrus
loved Adam more than Charles and arranged for Adam to join the
army. Charles was very jealous.

Cathy Ames was an evil child. She killed her parents when
____________________ (c). She became a prostitute but her
whoremaster fell in love with her. She stole his money and sold
any gifts that he gave to her. In the end he became tired of her
and beat her very badly.

____________________ (d) the two brothers lived together. One
day they found Cathy Ames on their doorstep. She
____________________ (e). Adam fell in love with her while he
was helping her to recover. They got married and she gave birth
to twin boys. She didn’t want the babies and wanted to run away.
When Adam tried to stop her, ____________________ (f).

(a) How
(b) What / like
(c) Why
(d) When
(e) What / happened
(f) What

Chapters 6–10
1 Ask students to work in small groups to discuss the

meanings of the Chapter titles 6-10.
(a) Chapter 6 – Killing with Kindness
(b) Chapter 7 – New Names, Old Names
(c) Chapter 8 – Goodbyes
(d) Chapter 9 – Freedom
(e) Chapter 10 – Truth and Lies

Chapters 11–15
1 Ask students to work in pairs. They should imagine that

they can interview Lee or Cathy Ames. Ask them to decide
ten questions that they would ask and how they might
answer. Then the pairs can role-play their interview for the
class.

ACTIVITIES AFTER READING THE BOOK
Ask students to complete the following sentences. They should
then compare their answers in pairs, justifying them when
appropriate.

(a) I enjoyed / didn’t enjoy the book because
_____________________

(b) If I had been Cal, I _____________________

(c) If I had been Aaron, I _____________________

(d) The story would have been better if
_____________________

(e) Lee should have _____________________

(f) If I could have been any of the characters, I would have
been __________ because _____________________

(g) I think the character on the front of the book must be
__________ because _____________________

Chapters 1–3
blacksmith (n) a person who makes and repairs iron things, such as
horseshoes

enlist (v) to join or let someone join the army, navy, or airforce: He
enlisted when he was 18.

foothills (n) low hills at the bottom of a mountain

private (n) a soldier of the lowest rank

sentence (v) (of a judge or court) to give a punishment to someone

telegram (n)  a message sent by telegraph

vagrancy (n) being homeless

will (n) a written statement in which someone says what should
happen to their money or property when they die

Chapters 4–8
ammonia (n) a strong gas or liquid with a sharp unpleasant smell,
used in cleaning substances

conscience (n) an inner sense that tells you whether you are doing
something right or wrong

eyedropper (n) a small container, for putting medicine into the eye

labor (n) hard work, especially tiring physical work

rage (n) strong uncontrollable anger

safe (n) a strong box or cupboard with thick metal sides and a lock,
used for protecting valuable things from thieves

spring (n) a place where water comes up naturally from the ground

whore (n) a woman who earns money by having sex with anyone who
will pay for it

Chapters 7–9
identical (adj) exactly alike: we wore identical dresses

lace (n) a very fine cloth with holes in it

triumph (n) a complete victory or success: a triumph over the enemy

Chapters 10–12
crooked (adj) twisted or bent: a crooked street

inspire (v) to encourage someone to do something, especially by your
own confidence or excitement

Chapters 13–15
arthritis (n) a disease causing pain and swelling in the joints of the
body

capsule (n) a very small container, usually for medicine

draft board (n) a group who decide which men should fight

morphine (n) a powerful drug used for stopping pain

sacrifice (v) the act of offering something to a god or gods in a
ceremony, usually by killing it

safe-deposit (n) a small, strong box in a bank where a person can
keep valuable possessions or money

stroke (n) a sudden illness in part of someone's brain that can cause
death or loss of movement in certain parts of their body
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1 Read the introduction and write the questions for 
these answers.

(a)_________________________________________________
On the never-ending contest in ourselves between 
good and evil.

(b)_________________________________________________
For better opportunities in the new country.

(c)_________________________________________________
His interest in literature.

(d)_________________________________________________
It’s about a journey he made across America with his 
dog.

2 Are these sentences about the introduction true or 
false?

(a) East of Eden is a true story.
(b) Steinbeck worked as a journalist during the war.
(c) Steinbeck graduated from university.
(d) Steinbeck believed that everybody is born either 

good or evil.
(e) Steinbeck wrote stories about the American poor.
(f) Cathy Ames looks very innocent but is really evil.

Chapters 1–3
1 Answer these questions.
(a) What was it about the climate in the Salinas valley 

that made it difficult for farmers?
(b) Why did people like Samuel Hamilton?
(c) Why wasn’t he a good business man?
(d) Why did Adam’s mother commit suicide?
(e)  Why did Charles beat up Adam?
(f)  Why was Adam sent to jail?

2 Put the following events from the story in the right 
order.

(a) Cyrus Trask died. 
(b) Adam became a tramp.
(c) Alice died.
(d) Adam enlisted.
(e) Charles had an accident.
(f) Adam was sent to jail.

Chapters 1–5
Discuss these questions.

(a) How would the story be different if the brothers hadn't
found Cathy Ames?

(b) How do you think Cyrus Trask should have acted
differently?

(c) How is the story of Adam and Charles similar to the
story of Cain and Abel?

Chapters 4–6

1 Complete the description of Cathy Ames with a 
suitable word.

Cathy Ames was born e__________ but nobody knew it
because she was so p__________.  She had g__________
hair and a small h__________-s__________ face.  Her eyes
were blue and w__________ a__________ and this made
her seem i__________.

2 Are the following sentences true or false?
(a) Cathy started a false rumour about one of her 

teachers.
(b) Cathy stole money from Mr Edwards and made him 

jealous.
(c) Cathy became more friendly after she had drunk 

alcohol.
(d) Adam drank Cathy's sleeping medicine by accident.
(e) Cathy tried to kill her unborn child.
(f) Cathy wanted to move to California.
(g) The deputy sheriff suspected that Adam had killed his

wife.

3 Answer the questions about Chapter 6.
(a) What was Faye's job?
(b) How did Kate kill Faye?
(c) Why did Kate kill Faye?

Chapters 6–10
1 Discuss these questions in pairs.

(a) What adjectives could you use to describe Cathy (Kate)?

(b) Why does Lee speak differently with different people?

(c) What is the importance of the translation of the
quotation from the Bible “You may rule over sin”?

(d) Was it a good idea for Adam to visit his wife? Why?

(e) Should Adam tell his sons the truth about their mother?
Why / why not?  

Chapters 7–10
1 Answer these questions.
(a) What is the meaning of the title of Chapter 7, Old 

Names, New Names?
(b) Why did Samuel hit Adam?
(c) What is the similarity between Abel in the biblical 

story and Aron?
(d) What did Kate tell Adam about their children?
(e) What two things did Adam do while he was in
Salinas?
(f) What does the ‘freedom’ mentioned in the title of the
chapter refer to?

Activities while reading the book
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2 Finish these sentences.
(a) Caleb had a secret _________ with which to hurt his 

brother.
(b There were a lot of people at Samuel Hamilton's 

__________.
(c) Adam __________ at his wife but his face remained 

expressionless.
(d) Abra suggested the boys put flowers on their 

mother’s __________.
(e) Kate was still pretty but her legs and feet had 

__________.
(f) Una’s death was like an __________ for Samuel.

Chapters 11–13
1 Finish the summary below with one of the words in 

the box.

tears           settled           despite           embarrassed
thus            raised     

temper            named          revealed          expected
confronted

When a letter finally arrived, it was not from Adam’s
brother as he had (a) __________  but from his brother’s
lawyers.  Charles was dead.  In his will Charles had (b)
__________ Adam and Kate as equal beneficiaries.
Adam was initially unsure what to do with the letter.
When Lee said that he knew that Adam would act
honestly as he had been (c) __________ to, Adam lost his
(d) __________.  
Adam did go to see Kate, when he (e) __________ the
contents of the letter. Kate was suspicious.  Adam left her
furious but in (f) __________.
The family moved to Salinas.  Once they were (g)
__________ Lee announced that he planned to leave.
However, six days later he returned, saying he had been
lonely.
Adam felt the need to do something (h) __________ being
a wealthy man.  He invested in a scheme to transport
frozen lettuce to New York.  This failed and (i) __________
the two boys.  
Caleb discovered the identity of his mother and (j)
__________ her.  He felt sorry for his father and decided
to go into business to get back the money that his father
had lost and (k) __________ win his approval.

2 Are these sentences true or false?
(a) Kate and Adam were divorced.
(b) The other students at school did not like Cal.
(c) Aron wanted to marry Abra.
(d) Kate did not care what her sons thought of her.
(e) Caleb borrowed money from Lee to invest.
(f) Aron wanted to become a priest.   

Chapters 11–15
1 Answer these questions.

(a) Why do you think Charles left a lot of money to Cathy ?

(b) Why do you think that Kate cried after Adam’s visit?

(c) Why did Lee return to the Trask house?

(d) Why did Cal think Kate was afraid of the light?

(e) Why do you think Kate killed herself?

(f) What do you think is the meaning of the last sentence
spoken by Adam; ‘ “He has the choice” ?’

Chapters 14–15
1 Answer these questions.
(a) Why didn’t Adam want the money that Caleb gave 

him?
(b) Why did Caleb take Aron to meet his mother?
(c) Why did Adam react the way he did when he was

told of his wife’s death?
(d) Why did Aron join the army?
(e) Why did Abra say she didn’t love Aron?
(f) What was the ‘choice’ that Cal had at the end of the 

story?

2 Put the events from the story in order.
(a) Adam had a stroke.
(b) Abra told Cal she loved him.
(c) Aron was killed.
(d) Kate committed suicide.
(e) Aron came across Cal wrapping the gift.
(f) Cal took Aron to meet his mother.
(g) The family ate Thanksgiving dinner.
(h) Aron enlisted.
(i) Cal burned the money.

1 Imagine you are Aron.  Write a letter to your father 
explaining your reasons for joining the army.

2 Imagine that you are Kate Trask.  Write a note 
explaining your decision to commit suicide to Adam 
Trask.
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